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We always welcome mail to the Tom of Finland Foundation. 

Visceral Visuals...
I stopped taking photos of girls in bikinis and bowls of fruit a long
time ago. When I close the shutter on my trusty Hasselblad I want
the photographic outcome to rock the world. I want the image to be
something that you will REMEMBER , something that will rattle
around in your brainpan.

The Robert Mapplethorpe BULLWHIP photograph: If you've seen
it, you know it. It's the one where he has the bullwhip stuck up his
anal cavity while the camera records the image in detailed
photojournalistic clarity. It's engrained on film emulsion forever and
embedded in your gray matter for twice as long. The image has done
it's job. The photograph won.

After realizing this, I turned



After realizing this, I turned
my energies toward
documenting images that are
of the same visual
magnitude. And in a few

cases I have succeeded quite admirably with some visuals that have
certainly wobbled a few wheels. I have one photograph in particular
which displays cock-ringed genitalia hanging through a Ouija board
with 4 inch fish hooks penetrating the pierced parts of the anatomy
while chains at the ends of the fish hooks are pulling in 6 or 7
directions giving the scrotum a strange and highly unnatural bat-
winged appearance. The entire image is reminiscent of the last
Hellraiser movie you saw. As a matter of fact, I titled the image
HELLRAISER COCK and some people who have viewed it -
males mostly, mind you - grab their nether regions emitting sounds of
distress and distaste. That's how I know that the image has done its
job. The photograph won.

I aim with my talent toward photographs which possess this strength
in imagery. I try and stay away from the GENERIC images that you
see in gay porn time and time again, like that photo we have all seen in
the 1-800-DIAL-A-HUNK ads, the shot with the hard dick and the spraying champagne bottle close-cropped
in the same frame. How many times? There needs to be a change. That's why I frame my photographs with
real barbed wire and shoot the most eccentric of masculine forces. That's why I made HELLRAISER
COCK . That's why I did SNAKE SHOT. And, hopefully, the outcome of my collaboration with the Tom
of Finland Foundation will bring more of these visual eccentricities for your viewing pleasure in the not so
distant future - SIN-cerely!

-- JUSTICE HOWARD

...From the Vagina
Welcome to the striking world of KIRA OD and JUSTICE



Welcome to the striking world of KIRA OD and JUSTICE
HOWARD. Some might think that the images they conjure up
threaten the social structure. Good.

Women are no longer content to be the objects standing in front of the
camera and the drawing board, They have grabbed these implements
of portrayal for themselves and are presenting their own images
skewed to their own tastes. The Foundation has begun to document
more than a few of them. Here are just two.

Kira Od, illustrator and sculptress, admits that "Artists like Olivia and
Vargas do treat women as objects but that is exactly what I do. I
draw the male figure because I love it -- its musculature, how the
structure shows through, like a machine" -- like an object.

Justice Howard, a former professional model herself, seems to like
the edge, "I don't like anything generic and ordinary. I want to make
people say' 'Holyfuck!'"

Both these women are daring to venture into the sparsely populated
field of female- generated erotica, and yet their work, like their
personalities, could not be more different.

Howard, being a very straight-ahead type person, finds the whole
thing quite simple, 'I used to make money with my image; now I
make money with my images.' She charges at those images full-bore,
her camera shutter snapping like that age-old dread of timid males -
the pussy with teeth.

By contrast, Od has found a subtle way around the artificial
narrowness of most erotic imagery. 'Drawing two guys fucking is
considered pornographic, but when I do my figures, although I am
using the animals as a foil to enable me to draw naked male bodies,
the combination has a magic effect. Even straight guys admire it and
call it art.' She is now working her elegant blends of man and animal



 

Naturally, Howard gets in the last word, 'It's the image that has to do the work, not the viewer. It has to grab
you.'

 



 

What Tom of Finland did for gay men with his imagery, these and other women are doing for their sex. This
cheesecake revolt is enriching the diet for us all. After all, man is an omnivorous animal. So, whether your
main diet is cheesecake or beefcake, it can't hurt to vary the menu a little. Go ahead, have a slice. I will.

-- HENRY MARTINEZ, JR. AND VALENTINE HOOVEN



 

In understanding these charts you need to note several things:

1. The high revenues in 1992 are the result of Tom's estate being absorbed into the Foundation. 
2. The high expense of 1993 reflect the reprinting costs for both the Retrospectives I and II. This outlay

is being recouped in the course of this year and 1995 through the income from the sale of these books.
3. In 1994, the operating costs of the Foundation increased substantially because of the hiring of two part

time administration assistants to handle the heavy load of office work generated by our expanding
activities. 

4. The museum fund (currently over $37,000 in mutual funds) is kept separate from the operating
income/outgo of the Foundation and therefore not reflected in the chart. 

The whole purpose in sharing this information with you is to impress upon you the fact that, although the
Foundation is financially solvent when it comes to meeting its daily expenses, if we are ever to have a
permanent museum, then more financial support is needed.

To that end, I encourage you to make the Foundation a recipient of a portion of your estate. Most of us are not
used to thinking of ourselves as having 'an estate,' but wills are not just for those who are rich. We all have
something to pass on. The truth of the matter is, if your museum is ever to become a reality, it will not be
because of one or two giant multi-million-dollar gifts, but because of small bequests from people like you and
me. It is up to us to endow the Foundation and insure that an important part of our culture will be preserved for
future generations to understand and appreciate.

If you agree with Tom and the rest of us that the erotic arts should have a respected place in history, then
contact me. I'll be glad to explain the wide variety of options available to you. And check out the home page



the day to day activities of the Foundation.

The board currently has nine members with a maximum capacity of fifteen- Each board member is also the
chair for a committee responsible for an aspect of the functioning of the Foundation. Durk Dehner, as
president, is also chair for the archive committee. Vice president Valentine Hooven chairs the artist relations
committee, Chuck Way heads the computer archives committee, Michael Andrews, the membership
committee, Barney Michalchuck is royalties/merchandise, Henry Martinez Jr. heads public relations, and Greg
Greene is the grants committee head. The only board members not heading a separate committee is Cathie
Bagwell, who has her hands full as Chief Financial Officer, and Tim Joliffe the Board Secretary.

As the board slowly assumes full operation, the various committees are going to need plenty of volunteers and
not just here at the Los Angeles headquarters. In today's computerized world, you are all no further away from
us at the Foundation's office than your nearest modem.

So start thinking of what you would enjoy doing as a Foundation volunteer and in the next Dispatch, I'll fill
you in on the various committee projects and how you can get involved in the preservation of erotic art!

-- VINCE GAITHER

Recently Departed Members
The Foundation wants to honor three of our volunteers who passed over in the last quarter. We thank
you...we miss you.

RUDI SCHLAPAK November 11, 1962 - September 1, 1994
did volunteer work for the Foundation for a number of years. He did much of the
work in laying out the numbering system for the archives and was a popular
assistant on many public events around the country, always happy to promote the
goals and purposes of the Foundation.

PETER MORRISON March 24,1951 - September 4, 1994 
was employed by the Tom of Finland Company in its earlier years. He was there
when Tom himself began the formation of the Foundation. Peter assisted with the
original assembly of the archives and promotion of the Foundation.

ANDREW GROB November 26,1945 - November 26, 1994 



ANDREW GROB November 26,1945 - November 26, 1994 
was a newer volunteer to the Foundation but he quickly shouldered a lot of
responsibility, having been in charge of last year's Gay Pride activities and taking
a seat on the new board of directors in October.

Second Emerging Erotic Artist Contest
Eagerly awaited by some, dreaded by others, the Tom of Finland Foundation's second Emerging Erotic Artist
Contest will commence on St. Valentine's Day, February 14, Entries must be received by Halloween, October
31. All non-professional artists who are interested in entering their work should write the Foundation and we
will return it with the contest's rules, prizes, and an entry form. Unfortunately, photographic reproduction
fees, increased postage, and other costs force us to begin charging $10 for each work entered but at least the
prizes have grown as well. Students, retirees, and others who include evidence that their income is too small to
handle that amount will be eligible for a reduced fee.

Erotic Art Galleries
Do you know of a gallery or exhibition facility that shows and sells erotic art? The Foundation is planning to
produce an international listing for artists and collectors who are Interested in the sale and exhibition of their
work. Contact us with the name, address, and other information about them and watch for the announcement
of the first list.

This issue of the Tom of Finland Foundation DISPATCH was produced by Valentine Hooven, Henry
Martinez, Jr., Durk Dehner, Vince Gaither, and Justice Howard. POB 26658, Los Angeles, CA 90026, USA

Announcing Tom's Bar IV
Tom's Bar IV will be held on May 7th, 1995, in recognition our founder's (Tom of Finland) birthday. Tickets
will be $10.00 for this event, and a maximum capacity crowd is expected. No final word on location has been
made, but you can be sure it will be a Tom's Bar to remember

We are pleased to announce " THE FETISH SHOW - OBJECTS THE FETISH FIXATION " coming to La
Luz de Jesus Gallery. This show includes several of the artists we are documenting, and runs February 3 -
February 26. 7400 Melrose Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90046 or call (213) 651-4875.

Want To Do More?



One of the least painful ways to contribute to our efforts to raise a museum endowment is to make a
commitment to periodic donations: even just $10 contributed regularly - monthly, quarterly, even just twice a
year mounts up. Contact us and we can help you set up a system that works for you personally. You will
surprise yourself with how much you are doing to shorten the time until our mutual dream.

Gallery Corner Grand Opening!

Foundation To Begin Offering Original Erotic Art By Mail

Because so many erotic artists have difficulty finding
non-censoring venues in which to sell their works and many
patrons have the same problem teaming with those same artist's
available product, the Foundation is now acting as a clearing
house for original works of erotic art, including drawings,
paintings, sculpture, photographs, offered by the artists
themselves as well as from private collectors and institutions.

Several times each year (three to start with) we will mount an
'exhibition' by mail of erotic works of art which are for sale to
the public. To keep costs down, these will be black and white
photocopies of the works plus verbal descriptions as well as
prices and further information on the artists. 

All artists and collectors who have works they would like to sell are
invited to contact the Foundation immediately. Any of our readers
who are interested in viewing the first three 'Exhibitions By Mail'
are asked to send $15.00 for U.S. residents and $20.00 for foreign
residents to the Tom of Finland Foundation, Attn.: Volker
Morlock, POB 26658, L.A., CA 90026.

Above are two samples of the sort of original work you can
purchase through our new program offering art collecting by mail!
Above right is a full color work (with pink suspenders) by Myles
Anthony who admits he is better known for the 'pretty boys in
shorts sort of art., price - 289 British pounds. Above is a Cirby
police duo, black and white with color touches, from a private
collection: price - $400 US.

 Return to the Tom of Finland Foundation Home Page 
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